superlative means ready to the designer's hand to qualify, stimulate, and
enrich his own efforts . . . What texture this concrete mass? Why not its
own grayel? How to bring the gravel clean on the surface? ... I knew.
Here was reality. Yes, the 'fine thing' is always reality. Always reality?
. , . Realism, the suhgeometric, is the ahuse of this fine feeling. . . . Keep
the straight lines clean and keep all significant of the idea—the flat plane
expressive and always clean cut. But let texture come unto them to
qualify them in sunlight.
Reality is spirit—the essence hrooding just behind all aspect. Seize it!
And—after all you will see that the pattern of reality is supergeometric,
casting a spell or a charm over any geometry, and is such a spell in itself.
Yes, so it seems to me as I draw with T-square, triangle and scale. That
is what it means to be an artist—to seize this essence brooding everywhere
in everything, just behind aspect. These questionings arising each with its
own train of thought by the way, as the architect sits at his work.
Suddenly it is morning. To bed for a while.
But returning to the drawing board, here we see pencilled upon a sheet
of paper, the plan, section, and elevation in the main—all except the ex-
terior of Unity House, as the room for secular recreation is to be called. To
establish harmony between these buildings of separate function proved
difficult, utterly exasperating.
Another series of concentrations—lasting hours at a time for several
days. How to keep the noble scale of the temple in the design of the sub-
ordinate mass of the secular hall and not falsify the function of that
secular mass? The ideal of an organic architecture is often terribly severe
discipline for the imagination. I came to know that full well. And, always,
some minor concordance takes more time, taxes concentration more than
all besides. Any minor element may become a major problem to vex the
architect. How many schemes I have thrown away because some one
minor feature would not come true to form!
Thirty-four studies were necessary to arrive at this concordance as it is
now seen. Unfortunately the studies are lost with thousands of others of
many other buildings: the fruit of similar struggles to co-ordinate and
perfect them as organic entities—I wish I had kept them. Unity House
looks easy enough now, for it is right enough. But it was not.
Finally, see the sense of the room not only preserved—it may be seen as
the soid of the design. Instead of being built into the heart of a block of
sculptured building material, out of sight, the sacrosanct space for worship
is merely screened in ... does it come through as the living 'motif' of the
architecture?
Many studies in detail as a matter of course yet remain to be made, in
order to determine what further may be left out to protect the design.
These studies never seem to end and in this sense no organic building may
ever le 'finished'. The complete goal of the ideal of organic architecture is
never reached. Nor need be. What worth-while ideal is ever reached?
Unity Temple is a complete building on paper, already. There is no
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